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INTRODUCTION

Design wins.

The big enchilada. The golden egg. Living la vida revenue.  

As we know, design wins can be elusive. They can remain 
hidden underground for months and are very difficult to trap.  

But honey badger don’t care. And quite often, neither do 
electrical engineers.  

This handbook will show you how to navigate the crazy-ass 
cutthroat world of electronics marketing. All the big questions 
will be answered, such as:  

Where do engineers spend time? Is the Internet real? What 
happens when you poke competitors in the cornea? And most 
importantly, what’s the deal with all those damn tchotchkes? 

An engineer hard at work in his burrow.
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BASIC PREPARATIONS

Sun Tzu once said,“Victorious warriors 
win first and then go to war.”  

Like many successful product managers today, 
Mr. Tzu understood the importance of preparing oneself with 
the necessary tools for battle.  

While you probably won’t need to behead anyone to sell 
components, it never hurts to be properly equipped. 

START WITH THE ESSENTIALS:

Funny slogan coffee mug

Computer with web access

Trade pubs for office bonfire

Hand sanitizer for high fives

Photo of forthcoming boat

When office gets chilly, burn pile of trade pubs.
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THE INTERNET: FACT OR FICTION?

In this modern age, nearly 80% of the electronics buying 
process occurs online. It’s where engineers conduct research 
and make big sourcing decisions.

Is online a substantial part of your marketing plan? If not, 
you must take immediate steps to protect your product’s 
livelihood:

Remove mop bucket from head.

Unclip pager from parachute pants.

Reduce budgetary hemorrhaging with simple yet critical 
tweaks to communication plan.

If ignored, this guide accepts no responsibility for marketing hackery 
and lame decision to spend countless thousands on trade shows and 
sponsorship deals that offer little measurable ROI.    

Electronics professional who hasn’t 
embraced the online channel.
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If your marketing budget is less than 
2.3 billion, we suggest option two.

Massage 
Oil

LAVENDER 
SCENT

TRACKING THE HERD

Electrical engineers, also known by the Latin name Workus 
Onlinus, have a multitude of habitats.  

With complex migratory patterns that span the globe, 
locating this widespread species of decision makers can be 
challenging. 

To complicate matters further, reaching an engineer the 
moment they need a specific component can be downright 
freaking impossible. So how does one communicate in an 
efficient and timely manner? 

Currently, there are two successful methods:

Drone surveillance

Global online presence
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If you’re not providing well-timed 
content online, try appeasing 
engineers with a romantic song or 
shoulder rub.
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INFILTRATING THE SALES FUNNEL 

According to urban legend, engineers used to conduct 
research by reading industry magazines and speaking with 
sales reps. 

Today, electronics buyers tend to shun human contact and 
collect information in the privacy of their Web-powered 
bubbles. 

Knowing this, it is important to enter the sales funnel early 
via alternate means. Bribes are good, as is the old 
“SupplyFrame Swan Dive.”    

Should you need diving assistance, instructors can be reached 
at (626) 793-7732. 

Stand above sales 
funnel and raise arms. 

Gracefully launch 
yourself inside.   

Figure 1. Figure 2.
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COMMON SALES DANGERS 

The Internet can be a vast, scary wasteland for marketers. 
One wrong turn, and your product is saddled-up with an 
animal husbandry website.

Since teleportation won’t be possible until at least 2016, your 
sales team must find other ways to cover the entire planet at 
once. But not helter-skelter via something that rhymes with 
Moogle. 

You need to be there organically, at just the right time, in just 
the right context, so you can help engineers the nanosecond 
they need you. 

We call it an IPO ad. 

You’ll call it gettin’ some sweet short list action.   

Failed attempt at 
sales teleportation.
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Print analytics 
and fold into 
throwing star.

Toss at nearest 
adversary. 

DATA IS YOUR FRIEND 

Beyond your perfectly-timed presence and killer content, your 
sales arsenal isn’t complete without one valuable weapon.   

Analytics. 

Remember that thing that rhymes with Moogle? Their 
analytics tools can help you track conversions and measure 
campaign ROI. This way you can maximize marketing efforts 
and save energy for boondoggle golf outings. 

Analytics are also a handy way to inflict harm on competitors. 
Simply follow these steps:
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ADVANCED WEBSITE COMBAT 

In the electronics world, basic survival comes down to one 
simple reality: boost revenue or die a cold, sad, miserable 
death. 

Fortunately, your best sales weapon is right beneath your 
nose. No, it’s not an ingrown hair. It’s your company’s 
website, a powerful tool that can convert free-range engineers 
into job-securing sustenance. 

The best way to drive site traffic? Funny cat videos.  

Or for more qualified visitors (i.e. electronics buyers), try 
offering great technical content like video tutorials, case 
studies and datasheets. 

SupplyFrame can lead a horse to water, but you need to 
make sure the water is fresh, thirst-quenching and free 
of colon-ravaging parasites.  
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REVENUE-BASED CELEBRATION TACTICS 

Assuming you have read this guide and are not a 
self-destructive psychopath, additional design wins are most 
certainly in your future.

But with new design wins come new challenges, such as 
awkwardly large holiday bonuses and sunny corner offices 
known to cause freckling. 

The influx of sales revenue may also cause headaches for 
accounting. To avoid upsetting the chief bean counter, offset 
their additional workload with fun activities, like the Design 
Win Revenue Angel:

Spread design win revenue on floor

Have CFO lie atop pile of money

Proceed with snow angel motions 

Voila!  You and your company are online and thriving. 

But don’t thank us, it was your brilliant decision to follow 
this painfully obvious advice and not slowly transform into a 
dusty corpse. 



ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Some people make electronics. Some people supply the people 
who make electronics. And some people distribute for the 
people who supply the people who make electronics. 

We are none of these people. 

But SupplyFrame does play a very important role. Basically, 
we fuse all these far-flung folks together (over 5 million of 
‘em) in ways that accelerate research, trial and sales. 

A datasheet here. Engineers sharing ideas there. Work tools 
that push technology forward. 

And you can be there when it all happens.  

If we were cheesy, we’d say we framed the world of electronics 
so suppliers can harness the Internet’s massive new revenue 
potential. 

But we’re far more subtle, so we’ll just put our logo below.    
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i Hopefully this guide satisfied your craving for advanced design 
win knowhow. If not, click here for an unabridged info dump.
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